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Abstract: Business process modeling is a fundamental aspect in BPM initiatives.
Being a central means of communication and documentation, both the quality and
understandability of process models are decisive. However, the concept of process
model quality is still not fully understood. The recent development has highlighted
the role of coupling in models. Coupling is expected to represent an important
dimension of quality for conceptual models. Still, contrary to software engineering,
this perspective is hardly understood or adapted in form of metrics in process
modeling. Therefore, this work collects diverse coupling metrics in the field of
software engineering and transfers them to the eEPC modeling language. Once
introduced and formally specified, the metrics serve for a discussion on coupling,
process model quality with respect to coupling, and for their implementation.

1

Introduction

Business process modeling has gained considerable attention in BPM initiatives in recent
years [MRv10;Be10;PSW08]. Process models help a business analyst in documenting
and analyzing a company’s business processes properly [Be10]. Based on thorough
process documentation, improvement initiatives can be triggered whereas process
simulation may be used for identifying weaknesses in the current process design and for
evaluating alternative should-be process designs [va10]. Further, process models serve as
a means for communication between stakeholders and software developers [GL06].
Therefore profound decisions on IT-investments are possible, indicating whether
software is to be developed individually or standard software is to be bought for
supporting a business process [Ag04;Be10]. Process models help to derive requirements
software has to meet in a systematic way [BRU00].
However the described benefits of process modeling become blurred in case the process
models cannot be understood by its users (see [GL06;HFL12;BRU00]). A high quality
of the process models is thus decisive for BPM initiatives as well as for software
development projects. Nevertheless, quality and understandability of process models are
poorly understood concepts yet (see [HFL12;Mo05]). A process model is a “construction
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of the mind” which makes its quality hard to judge [Mo05]. As a consequence,
evaluating conceptual models usually is an “art” and does not follow systematic
guidelines [Mo05].
For assessing the quality of process models, a variety of quality dimensions, such as
complexity, modularity, size or cohesion have been introduced and corresponding
metrics have been developed (see e.g. [Va07;Me08;GL07]). Further, top-down
frameworks (see e.g. [BRU00]), pragmatic guidelines (see e.g. [Si08]) and empirical
studies (see e.g. [Re11]) can be found as approaches for operationalizing process model
quality [MRv10]. Recently “coupling” has been presented as a quality dimension for
business process modeling (see [Va07;Va08;KZB10]). While “coupling” is a wellestablished quality characteristic in information systems development, research has only
just begun to investigate the “coupling” concept in the context of process model quality.
In the current understanding, coupling is generally defined as the connectedness of
elements. It is generally used as a means to improve the understandability and
maintainability of processes and respective models. [Va07] The actual way to achieve
this goal, however, is subject to different implementations of the concept. As an
example, Vanderfeesten et al. use coupling on the one hand to evaluate the variety of a
process. Therefore they analyze whether or not a process allows so many alternatives
that it becomes difficult to understand all of them [Va08]. On the other hand,
Vanderfeesten et al. also use coupling as means to balance the alignment of parts of a
workflow between an overly flexible or rigid structure [VRv08]. The diversity of
available applications underlines the multiplicity of interpretations of the concept of
coupling for process modeling.
In addition to the two above examples, a couple of further publications deal with the
topic of coupling in process modelling (see section 2.1). Even though each of these
publications introduces another interpretation of coupling, the currently available
literature does not cover the definition extensively. As a consequence the understanding
of what constitutes the quality of a process model from the perspective of coupling is
limited. Also the means to measure and control the understandability and maintainability
of processes or process models respectively remain limited.
The objective of the current paper is therefore to supplement the range of interpretations
of coupling and its means of determining it by introducing new ways of measuring
coupling in the field of process modelling.
A thorough discussion and analysis as well as a practical application of coupling in
process modeling require a detailed and precise interpretation. The preferred means of
the available publications (see section 2.1) are metrics, which are described either
formally or semi-formally. Their specification describes precisely which elements of a
process model and which connections are taken into account and how inferences on the
quality of models are made upon them. Consequently this work uses metrics as means of
introducing new ways to measure coupling in process modeling. Further, since metrics
are necessarily language-dependent and in order to retain an insightful level of detail we
focus on the modeling language eEPC.
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The contributions of this paper are as follows. We supplement the current body of
knowledge on coupling in process modelling with further interpretations of the concept.
We therefore continue the work of discovering new factors determining the quality of
processes and process models from the perspective of coupling. We provide precise
definitions for each interpretation in the form of measures which are the means for a
thorough discussion of what constitutes coupling in process modelling and for measuring
and controlling the quality of process models.
The paper is structured as follows: In the following section we provide an overview of
related work and basic terms. After introducing the methodology of transferring the
metrics to EPC models (section 3), we present corresponding metrics in section 4.
Section 5 explains the implementation of the metrics. The paper ends with a summary of
the results, limitations and an outlook on future research.

2
2.1

Basics and Definitions
Coupling

The current literature on coupling in process modeling is preceded and influenced by
literature on software engineering [Va07]. There, coupling is operationalized in the form
of metrics to predict measure and control the quality of software code and its conceptual
models respectively. Each metric implicitly defines a particular interpretation of
coupling. E.g. one definition focuses the graph representation of software systems, i.e.
the way nodes are connected by arcs, whereas another definition uses information theory
to account for reused code [CK94]. Some further definitions can be found together with
multiple metrics interpreting each of them (see section 3).
In process modeling, Vanderfeesten et al. present a definition for the concept of
coupling: “Coupling is measured by the number of interconnections among modules.
Coupling is a measure for the strength of association established by the interconnections
from one module of a design to another. The degree of coupling depends on how
complicated the connections are and on the type of connections.” [Va07]. Here, coupling
is generally considered as measurable and its key concept is the connections qualified by
additional concepts (e.g. number, strength, etc…). As a means to improve the quality of
conceptual models, reducing coupling is expected to improve the structure towards more
understandable models. [Va07]
This definition founded several coupling metrics in process modeling. E.g.
Vanderfeesten et al. present the coupling metric CP evaluating all pairs of nodes
averaging their value over all pairs [VCR07]. Another metric by Vanderfeesten et al. is
the cross connectivity metric analyzing the number of different possible paths in a
process model [Va08]. Other authors use already available metrics from software
engineering as starting point for their work. E.g. Cardoso et al. transfer metrics
developed by Halstead (cf. [Ha77]) that use information theory to quantify code reuse
[Ca06]. They further transfer metrics by McCabe (cf. [Mc76]) that quantify the paths
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through a model [Ca06]. The fan-in/fan-out metric, quantifying branches, developed by
Henry/Kafura (cf. [HK81]), is transferred by Mendling (cf. [Me06]) and Cardoso et al.
(cf. [Ca06]). Although these metrics exist, they do not exhaust the definition by
Vanderfeesten et al. (cf. [Va07]). Further, the range of existing definitions already
demonstrates how vague the current understanding of coupling is and that an extensive
range of metrics with their precise definitions is necessary to render more precisely the
currently fuzzy understanding. Further each distinctive metric introduces an additional
application scenario. We therefore continue the previous work by transferring further
metrics.
2.2

EEPC modeling

Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) are a popular standard for business process
modeling [STA05;Me08]. EPC models can be extended by additional information in
different views (e.g. data view, organization view, etc.) (see [STA05]) in which case
literature then speaks of enhanced Event-Driven Process Chains (eEPCs). For the current
work, relevant aspects of the eEPC can be formalized as follows (see [vOS05;Me08]).
An extended enhanced Event-Driven Process Chain (eEPC) is defined as weakly
connected Graph � = (�, �), fulfilling:
1. The set of nodes N is the union set of the four disjoint sets E, F, C, P and R where
•
E is the set of events � = �� ∪ �� ∪ �� and �� , �� and �� are the disjoint sets of
start-, final- and intermediate events with |�� | ≥ 1 and ��� � ≥ 1.
•
� ≠ ∅ is the set of functions.
•
� is the set of connectors,
•
� is the set of process interfaces.
•
� is the set of resources, I encompasses the information elements: � ⊆ �
2. Each arc a in � ⊆ (� ∪ � ∪ � ∪ � ∪ �) × (� ∪ � ∪ � ∪ �) connects two different
nodes:
•
|� ∙ | = 1 for each � ∈ � ∪ �� ∪ �� and |∙ �| = 1 for each � ∈ � ∪ �� ∪ �� .
•
Resources are connected with undirected arcs.
3. Process interfaces have either an incoming or an outgoing arc: ∀� ∈ �: (|∙ �| = 1 ∧
|� ∙ |= 0) ∨ (|∙ �| = 0 ∧ |� ∙ | = 1)
A hierarchical eEPC ����� = (�, ℎ) is a set of eEPCs � ∈ � and a partial relation
ℎ: � → � of the set D of decomposed functions or process interfaces in �: � ⊂
⋃�∈� (�, �). For a node � ∈ � where ℎ(�) = �, g is called subprocess of d or process
referenced by d.
The above definition covers the notation which will be used later on. A more exhaustive
definition of the eEPC modeling language can be found in [vOS05;Me08].
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3

Methodology

Figure 1 summarizes our methodology. First, conducting a literature review, we search
for already existing coupling metrics in both, software engineering and process
modeling. Second, we transfer discovered metrics from software engineering to process
modeling. This step is detailed in figure 2. The work ends with discussing the results.
The conceptual approach behind this work is presented in [BJ13]. There we present the
idea as well as the expected results of the transfer.
1. Literature review

2. Transfer

3. Discussion

Figure 1: Methodology

For the review, the electronic databases Google Scholar, Computer.org, AISeL and
Emerald Insight were queried (cf. [Co06;Vo09]). The hits, 46 peer-reviewed results were
considered as relevant on the basis of their title or abstract, consist of 32 conference
papers, nine journal papers, four technical reports and one book. Five sources defined
metrics that are transferred and presented in this work. The remaining literature can be
grouped as follows.
Use cases

[Ar07;BLS01;BS98;CZ10;El01;Go10;HCN98;LC01;Ma09;MB07;V
a07;WK08]
Not transferred
[Al10;Bi10;Br98;BDW99;BDM97;Ch98;Gr09;GS08;HM95;JJ10;OT
E06;Pe07;QLT06;QT09;RL92;SJ09]
Already specified [Ca06;HK81;VCR07;Va08]
Redundant
[CYB09;Kh09;KZB10;RH97;SS05;Új10]
Transferred
[AKC99;AKC01;CK94;GS06;Ka11;Me06;PM06;RV04]
Table 1: Grouped literature review results

A first group discusses use cases, resp. consequences of high coupling. E.g. [BS98]
discuss relations of coupling and run-time failures in software. The second group
presents metrics that cannot be transferred to process models. E.g. [Gr09] present an
approach involving runtime information which is not available in conceptual models.
Third, sources discuss coupling metrics that were originally developed or transferred for
eEPCs, (e.g. [Ca06;Me06;VCR07;Va08]). The existing metrics will be discussed more
thoroughly in section 5. Finally, the fourth group of literature is redundant. These
sources discuss metrics that are already part of the above groups. E.g. Khlif et al. transfer
metrics to BPMN. We refer to the original description [Kh09]. A more detailed
presentation of transferred and not transferred metrics can be found in [BJ13].
The remaining metrics were transferred as shown in figure 2.
2.1 Identify concepts

2.2 Identify equivalent concepts

2.3 Reformulate metric

Figure 2: Transfer
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First, we identified the concepts of each metric’s variables. Then, equivalent concepts in
the eEPC notation were identified. Finally, the original concepts in the metric’s
definition were replaced to reformulate the metric.

4

Coupling metrics in the context of eEPC modeling

4.1

Process Coupling

Reijers/Vanderfeesten present the Process Coupling metric (see [RV04]). Its objective is
the delineation of functions that are to be executed en block. Since overly large work
units turn processes inflexible and overly small work units increase the number of
handovers making processes failure-prone, the balanced delineation of functions in a
workflow is a means for its improvement. The functions size is measured by the number
of connected information elements. [RV04]
Identify concepts. The metric was originally defined for a graph of nodes and arcs
representing information elements and operations respectively. The structure focuses the
processing of information elements and is called information element structure. It is
delineated into partitions representing activities. The metric calculates the quotient of the
number of activities actually coupled and the number of activities possibly coupled.
Activities that involve one or more common information elements are considered as
“coupled”. [RV04]
Identify equivalent concepts. To transfer the metric to eEPC modeling language, the
procedure in section 3 was used. First, involved concepts were identified which are
information element, activity and operation. Equivalent concepts were identified using
the original description. Information elements exist in both domains with similar
meaning. Activities express behavior and possess information elements as do functions
in eEPCs. Operations, expressing the way information elements are combined at a very
high level of detail, could not be matched with eEPC concepts. However, the calculation
does not require them.
Reformulate metric. Adapted to the eEPC language and formalization from section 2.2,
process coupling for eEPCs can be calculated as follows. The degree of Process
Coupling k is the sum of coupled pairs of information elements divided by the maximum
possible number of pairs.
�=�

∑�� ,��∈� ��������� (�� ,�� )

0, ����
Functions are connected with each other if they share a common information element.
1, �� (�� , �� ) ∈ � ∧ ��� , �� � ∈ � ∧ ��� ≠ �� �
• ������������ , �� � = �
0, ����
Application. The metric quantifies the interdependence of activities regarding
information elements. To achieve a low degree of coupling, one reduces the number of
•
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|�|∗(|�|−1)

, |�| > 1

coupled pairs, i.e. splitting tasks in such a way that information elements are grouped in
the same function, or one increases the number of functions without introducing new
pairs. A process with perfectly low coupling would use any information element only
once as in- or output. A process with perfectly high coupling would be such that every
step in a workflow depends on one and the same information. In such a process every
step would come to a halt in case this one information was missing or the one person
processing the information was ill, indicating a highly inflexible process design.
However, it remains difficult to interpret the difference of two values, e.g. what is the
impact of 10% more coupling? In summary, the metric has a special purpose, namely to
quantify the dependency degree of process steps. It allows comparing different process
designs and also gives a rough indication of how good or bad a design is regarding the
coupling of activities.
4.2

Coupling of a module, intramodule coupling of a module

Allen et al. present a pair of metrics, the coupling of a module and the intramodule
coupling of a module. They use information theory to quantify the amount of
information in the structure with a special focus on connections between eEPCs. The
authors argue that the cognitive limitation of a model user is a reason for
misunderstandings and erroneous application if the model exceeds this limit. Therefore,
the measure is a means of controlling the amount of information in the presented model.
[AKC01]
Identify concepts. The metrics focus a graph with modules that partition nodes. Nodes
from different partitions can be connected. The coupling of a module assesses the graph
structure connecting different modules. Therefore, the graph is reduced to arcs
connecting nodes from different modules. Second, the arcs are used to build a predicate
table, i.e. the incidence pattern, for each node. Third, the relative frequency of each
predicate is used to calculate its entropy. Finally, the entropy values are summed up. The
second metric, the intramodule coupling of a module, follows the same procedure with
arcs connecting nodes within eEPCs.
Identify equivalent concepts. The transfer focuses the graphs of eEPCs. Accordingly,
nodes in an eEPC, i.e. functions, connectors, resources, etc. are considered as nodes
here. Further, arcs from an eEPC are considered arcs here. Modules group nodes and
arcs; therefore we use an eEPC for modules. However, the eEPC notation has no arcs
between eEPCs. Therefore we propose using process references and decompositions as
the extension of the control flow, i.e. as arcs connecting eEPCs.
Reformulate metric. As a consequence of the previous step, the definition from section
2.2 is extended in the context of this metric by arcs between eEPCs:

� is the set of intermodule arcs:
• �� is the set of process references from eEPCs referencing each other.
•
��� is the set of pairs of decomposed function and start-events of the referenced
models.
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��� is the set of pairs of an end-event of a referenced eEPC and a decomposed
function referencing the eEPC.
• Then � is defined as: � = �� ∪ ��� ∪ ��� . Each tuple in � is a directed arc
called intermodule arc.
• The intermodule sub-graph ��∗ consists of all the nodes of a group of eEPCs and
arcs connecting nodes from different eEPCs with nodes from an eEPC i.
1, �� �� ⊂ �
∗
���� is an incidence matrix of ��∗ : ����∗ = �����,� � ∈ ��∗ with ����,� = �
0 ����
A pattern ���� is a sequence of 0 and 1 of line vectors of the matrix. Its probability
����(���� ) is its frequency over the number of distinct patterns.
The information content of a sub-graph ��∗ is defined as:
• �(��∗ ) = ∑��=0(− log 2 ����(���� ))
Finally, the coupling of a module is defined as:
• ��������(�|��) = ∑�∈� �(��∗ )
The metric intramodule coupling of a module follows the same steps, although instead of
arcs connecting nodes from different eEPCs, with arcs connecting nodes from the same
eEPC for the intramodule sub-graph ��° . The metric is defined as:
• �������������������(�� |��) = ∑�∈�� ����° �
Application. The metrics build on information theory and calculates the entropy of arcs
as means of their complexity. It is therefore an ambitious attempt to quantify the
cognitive load imposed on a model reader. The authors explain that a simpler structure is
better understandable and indicated by a lower metric value [AKC01]. The practical
application, however, is limited. For once, the metric does not account for the amount of
information stemming from the nodes semantics. Further, the metric is constructed in a
way that it is essentially driven by the number of nodes. Also, without any indicator
about the actual cognitive limits of model readers, any calculated metrics value remains
without reference and has therefore a weak indicational value. The metrics may therefore
be used to compare two alternative layouts but do not allow any inference to be drawn
about minimal, optimal or maximal values. Finally, a user will face trouble trying to
understand what the metric actually does and why low values are important in this case.
In summary, the metric is an interesting attempt to use information theory as a means of
assessing the complexity of conceptual models. Nonetheless, the lack of reference values
and complicated construction make the metric difficult to apply.
•

4.3

CBO, RFC

Chidamber and Kemerer introduced the CBO and RFC metric for object-oriented
systems analyzing how classes are connected. They argue that highly connected classes
are hardly reusable and difficult to change [CK94].
Identify concepts. The CBO metric counts the connections of one class with other
classes, the RFC metric also considers the number of methods in the source class.
Identify equivalent concepts. These metrics (and the following one) use the concepts
software program, class, and method. Previously published literature transferred them in
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[Va07] and [Kh09]. Further, [GR00] mapped eEPC constructs onto the ontology of
[We97] and [EW05;EW09] mapped programming constructs onto [We97]. Therefore
Weber’s ontology is used as mediator to compare both domains. Table 2 summarizes the
transfer for the current context.
Method. The method in object-oriented programming expresses the behavior of classes
[Ar06]. For their transfer to BPMN, Khlif et al. suggest the analogy to tasks. Further,
Vanderfeesten et al. propose the analogy with operation elements. Since operations have
no equivalent in eEPCs, functions are the best fit (c.f. section 4.1). Ontological analyses
of [GR00;EW05;EW09] suggest that functions have their ontological equivalents in
transformations and therefore their object-oriented equivalent in operations. As before,
the degree of detail of operations is not shown in eEPCs. The ontological equivalent of
methods is lawful transformations, subsets of all possible transformations. Nonetheless,
considering the lawfulness being negligible here, the analogy of method and function fits
close enough. [Va07;Kh09]
Class. In object-orientation, classes group methods into logical units [Ar06]. Khlif et al.
map classes onto processes and sub-processes [Kh09]. Vanderfeesten et al. relate classes
to activities arguing along the hierarchy of methods and classes [Va07]. Consequently,
we suggest the equivalence of classes and sub-processes, since activities are already
mapped onto functions. The ontological analyses of Green/Rosemann and
Evermann/Wand (see [GR00;EW05;EW09]) suggest that classes find their ontological
equivalent in functional schemas. They describe the temporal order of states, as is also
done by process models. The ontological concept of a “process”, as mentioned by
Green/Rosemann, could not be found. Therefore, the current mapping relates a class
onto a sub-process diagram.
Software program. The software program is a set of classes [Ar06]. The concept is
ignored by Khlif et al. However, Vanderfeesten et al. argue along the hierarchy of
concepts to map programs onto business processes. We follow their suggestion.
[Va07;Kh09]
Object orientation
Software program
Class
Method (private)
Method (public) /Interface

eEPC notation
All eEPCs of a process
Sub-process diagram
Function
Process interface, decomposition
Table 2: Conceptual mapping

Reformulate metric. CBO is calculated as the number of connections from one eEPC to
another eEPC.
• ��� = |C ∪ P|
RFC counts the number of process interfaces and decomposed functions plus the number
of functions in the eEPC.
• ��� = |� ∪ �| + |�|
Application. The CBO metric quantifies the number of connections a model has with
another model. The RFC metric additionally takes the number of functions of a model
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into account. Lower numbers indicate more readable models. The metrics from
Chidamber/Kemrerer are well known and have been subject to empirical research (c.f.
[HCN98]). Their application and interpretation is easy. They do, however, capture the
complexity of the models only partly, e.g. they count the number of connections but do
not evaluate them, and further do not incorporate all nodes, arcs and their meaning
within models. Further, information about levels that constitute “easy” or “difficult”
models is not available. In summary, the metrics are an easy and transparent way to
analyze the number of connections between eEPCs. Still, without any information about
the levels of the metric, the interpretation of a value is difficult. It remains to compare
two alternative models.
4.4

Direct Coupling, Indirect Coupling, and Total Coupling

Gui/Scotts’ intention is to improve the CBO and RFC metric incorporating transitive
relations [GS08].
Identify concepts. The calculation takes three steps. First, the direct coupling between
two classes is calculated as the quotient of commonly used methods to all methods in the
first class. Second, the indirect coupling between two classes is calculated as the product
of all direct coupling values on the longest path in between. Finally, the total coupling is
calculated as the quotient of the sum of all indirect coupling values and the number of
pairs of classes.
Identify equivalent concepts. Building upon the metrics CBO/RFC, the transfer of
concepts in table 2 can be used again. EEPCs are used for classes, references for public
methods, and functions for private methods.
Reformulate metric. The direct coupling metric calculates the quotient of process
references between two eEPCs g1 and g2 and the functions and process interfaces in
eEPC g1. This is formalized:
|��1 ,�2 |
• �����(�1 , g 2 ) =
|��1 ∪��1 |

For a pair of eEPCs �1 and �2 connected by a path � (the longest available), the indirect
coupling metric calculates the product of direct coupling values on the path:
• �����(�1 , �2 , �) = ∏�3,�4 ∈� �����(�3 , �4 )
The metric is aggregated over all eEPCs in a system calculating the average indirect
coupling among all eEPCs G:
•

������ =

∑�,�∈� �����(�,�)
|�|2 −|�|

Application. The metrics extend the CBO metric by Chdiamber/Kemerer by paths over
several connected eEPCs. It presents an indicator for the length of a process model and
for how many different eEPCs need to be referred to in order to understand all paths in a
process, where shorter lengths (a lower value) indicate a lower complexity. The metric is
more sensitive than counting the number of eEPCs, since it takes into account which part
of a process is reachable after all. I.e. a low value is reached if the parts are connected
linearly so that a reader can follow the eEPCs in sequence. The value will rise if the parts
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are connected in circles and a reader has to refer to eEPCs repeatedly to follow a path
through the process.
4.5

Conceptual coupling

Poshyvanyk/Marcus present the conceptual coupling metric that uses semantic
information to calculate how far methods in object-oriented programming refer to the
same semantic concept. A high semantic overlap indicates dependency causing
complexity and should thus be avoided [PM06].
Identify concepts. The metric references information retrieval techniques to decompose
a set of classes into semantic concepts. Poshyvanyk/Marcus combine vector space
retrieval and latent semantic indexing on the source code of classes as text corpus. First,
the source code of the methods is transformed into a term-method matrix showing the
frequency of a term in a method. Second, the matrix is transformed using latent semantic
indexing, analyzing which terms are highly correlated forming a semantic concept. The
values allow the calculation of the distance of two classes, judging how close their
concepts are (cf. [PM06]).
Identify equivalent concepts. The transfer takes special consideration of the authors’
original intention. Therefore the transfer analyzes the role of the textual corpus. The role
of a method is taken by an eEPC, whereas, instead of a class, the calculation is done with
a group of eEPCs from the same process. In place of the terms from the source code, the
redefined metric uses node labels.
Reformulate metric. Calculating the metric begins with building the term-eEPC matrix
showing for each eEPC and each term its respective frequency. Second, a latent semantic
analysis is applied on the matrix, reducing the matrix to its main components. The first
metric, the conceptual similarity between eEPCs, CSM, uses the cosine of the vectors of
two eEPCs in the reduced matrix as measure of distance.
��′∗��
��

��

•

������ , �� � = ���⎯��∗�����

•

�������� , ��� � =

��

�

��

��′∗��
��

��

��⎯��∗����
��

��

≥0

0 ����
The second measure is the similarity of an eEPC g with a group of eEPCs gg. Therefore,
the average conceptual similarity of one eEPC with all eEPCs of the group is calculated:
∑� ∈�� ������ ,�� �
�
�
|�� ∈��� |

Third, the conceptual similarity of an eEPC group with another eEPC group is calculated
as the average CSMMg of their eEPCs:
•

���������� , ��� � =

∑� ∈�� �����(�� ,��� )
�
�
|�� ∈��� |

Finally, the conceptual coupling of an eEPC group can be calculated as the average
coupling of a group with all other eEPC groups:
•

����(��� ) =

∑�� ∈�� ���������� ,��� �
�
�−1
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Application. The conceptual coupling metric uses an information retrieval technique
that discovers semantic concepts and evaluates the degree of redundancy in the concepts,
resp. terms, among eEPCs. It therefore analyzes whether either nodes are labeled
ambiguously or similar tasks appear in different contexts and models. High values
indicate a high semantic overlap, i.e. many common terms. The same terms reused in
different contexts impair understandability. Our adaption does not define the construct of
a group of eEPCs strictly, since it depends on the use case. The groups should be formed
by domain, i.e. groups of processes that are supposed to deal with the same terms or not,
as for example eEPCs for processes that belong together.

5

Implementation

In the previous sections the metrics were presented, transferred, re-specified, and their
contribution to the assessment of process model quality was discussed. However, as can
be taken from the definition of some of the metrics, the complicated calculation of some
of the metrics makes their practical application tedious. E.g. the conceptual coupling
metric requires a singular value decomposition of a term-model matrix over all terms
used. As an application aid, we implemented the metrics of this work in the form of a
Plug-In (see https://svn.win.tue.nl/trac/prom/browser/Packages/CouplingMetrics/) for
ProM. ProM is a framework offering several techniques for process mining and model
analysis (cf. [va05]). The implementation assumes to find eEPC elements as defined but
remains oblivious to their source format. To ensure the functionality, we also extended
the EPML-Interface of ProM for eEPC elements that are required for the metrics.
Contrary to proprietary formats such as ARIS-XML or VDX, EPML is a platformindependent XML-schema with a publicly available schema-definition (cf. [MN06]). We
used the plugin with twelve different eEPC models to gain a first impression about the
applicability of the metrics and the plugin. It showed that though the implementation
produced values for each metric and model, their application suffers from a lack of
reference. Thus it remains unclear how strong the effect onto the reader is if models
perform e.g. 10% better or worse regarding a certain metric. Nonetheless, the metrics
serve for the comparison of two models, giving a rough indication if one model performs
better or worse than another in respect to a metric (c.f. [BJ13].).

6

Summary, limitations and outlook

This work discusses the topic of “coupling” in process modeling. Even though it is
recognized as an important quality dimension (see [Va07;VRv08]) for process models it
has not been explained in detail yet. Coupling metrics exist, especially in neighboring
disciplines such as software engineering, based on individual and heterogeneous
perceptions of coupling, while the understanding of coupling in process modeling is
sparse and vague. Our research addresses this gap by analyzing and transferring ideas on
“coupling” from the field of software engineering to gain a better understanding and
application of this ill-defined concept. Thus our contribution is the transfer of a wellestablished means of controlling and managing quality from systems development to
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process modeling. Therefore, our work supplements the metrics allowing the
measurement and management of the coupling of process models. Next to their
application, the metrics provide additional definitions of the concept of coupling. They
constitute elementary groundwork for the discussion of coupling in process models as
well as for the fuzzy concept of process model quality and understandability in general.
However, there are limitations. First, our understanding of coupling builds on
preliminary work on coupling (see section 3). Future developments regarding coupling
might bring new interpretations requiring our transfer to be repeated. Second, the
transfer was influenced by subjectivity regarding the interpretation of equivalent
concepts. However subjectivity was mitigated by two researchers conducting the
procedure and consolidating the results. Finally, we focused eEPCs to provide a
reasonable level of detail. The metrics’ interpretation will differ for other languages such
as e.g. BPMN or UML.
In future work, the metrics will be evaluated empirically. We will analyze which metrics,
and thus underlying perspectives, influence process model understandability most. Based
on these insights, guidelines for producing process models that are easy to understand
(regarding coupling) can be formulated. They will then be tested with practitioners and
adapted to their specific needs.
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